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UN negotiations to 
boardrooms

Climate risks 
recognized

Risks of carbon 
exposure 
recognized



Global carbon budget being used up…
Life of existing fossil fuel infrastructure may be cut short
New fossil fuel (esp coal) equipment may become ‘stranded assets’



Policy: facilitate transition 
– not to lock in patterns of the past



Technological change happens fast when it comes

The Economist, 7 Oct 1999: 

In the early 1980s AT&T asked McKinsey to estimate how many cellular phones 
would be in use in the world at the turn of the century. The consultancy noted 
all the problems with the new devices—the handsets were absurdly heavy, the 
batteries kept running out, the coverage was patchy and the cost per minute 
was exorbitant—and concluded that the total market would be about 900,000. 

Actual number, 2000: 109 million; now: 5-7 billion



Source: IEA WEOs, compilation: 
Auke Hoekstra, “Photovoltaic growth: reality versus projections of the International Energy Agency – the 2017 update”



WEO projections: global coal

Source: IEA WEOs, compilation by Rohan Best

Peak 2013



WEO projections: global coal

Source: IEA WEOs, compilation by Rohan Best

Peak 2013



Change 
2005 to 2030:

Refcase: +50%

550: -8%

450: -48%

Finkel: 
-26 to -28% 



Data: AEMO. Compilation: Rohan Best, ANU

Australia’s: ALL major power plants, 2016

Brown coal (Victoria)

Black coal (NSW, Queensland)

Gas

Hydro Wind

PV

✘

Average age of coal plants at closure, 
Australia 2012-17: ~40 years 



What happens with more renewables

More 
intermittent 
supply

Need energy storage (or 
gas plants) to firm up

Who will invest – especially 
given the uncertainty about 
carbon policy?

Lower prices in 
spot markets 

…as there are more 
times of energy surplus

A shift to contract markets?

Less capacity 
utilization for 
base load plants

Economics of coal 
plants deteriorates

Accelerated (sudden) exit of 
coal plants?

Decentralization Economies of scale are 
small

Grid infrastructure, large 
generators?



National Emissions Guarantee proposal

Emissions Obligation
A complicated version 
of an Emissions 
Intensity Scheme, with 
proposed low ambition

Reliability Obligation
A mechanism that could 
be costly and does not 
address a clearly 
defined problem

Our submission to the ESB
Search 
“Jotzo Mazouz McConnell Saddler CCEP”



NEG: ESB’s National Emissions Guarantee 
proposal

Emissions Obligation
• Low transparency, high transaction costs

• Contract obligations rather than traded certificates
• Compliance through each retailer’s contract portfolio
• Imputation of emissions intensity of generation

• Low ambition
• 26-28% reduction in CO2 (on 2005) likely to happen with 

the VIC planned REN expansion alone
• Electricity sector can and should do much more than 

economy overall



NEG: ESB’s National Emissions Guarantee 
proposal

Reliability Obligation
• Heavy reliance on AEMO projections

• 3 years out: difficult to forecast shortfalls

• No solution to sudden coal power plant exit
• Mandating investment
• Risk of gold-plating

• Contract obligations complex
• Regionally specific – clash with geographically neutral 

Emissions Obligation?

• Is there really a problem that needs a new mechanism?



A new priority for policy and society: 
Transition

Facilitating industrial adjustment
esp regional and social change

Finding and fostering new economic advantage
Australia’s advantage in a low-carbon world economy

Energy Transition Research Hub
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